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Abstract: The flexibility evaluation of distribution networks has attracted significant research attention with the increasing penetration of renewable energy (RE). One particular gap in existing studies is that little attention has been paid to the probabilistic characteristics of uncertain regions. In this paper, a novel sequential flexibility evaluation method is proposed based on the feasibility analysis of the uncertain region of photovoltaic active power (PVAP) and load demand. The model features the uncertain region with probabilistic characteristics, which is essential for analysing the impact of probabilistic characteristics of uncertain variables (PCUV) on flexibility evaluation. The sequential direction matrix is adopted to reflect the major factor of flexibility shortage. The evaluation procedure is modelled as a bi-level optimization problem. Demonstrated by the simulation results, the flexibility index is larger by considering the PCUV. Furthermore, the elements in the sequential direction matrix indicate that the photovoltaic power during midday is the major cause of flexibility shortage.

Nomenclature

A. Indices

\(i, j\) Node \(i, j\)
\(l\) Line \(l\)
\(t\) Time \(t\)
\(n\) Uncertain variable \(n\)

B. Variables

\(D\) Sequential direction matrix
\(P_{PV}\) Photovoltaic active power (PVAP)
\(θ^D\) Probability-weighted maximum feasible deviation in direction \(D\)
\(δ^D\) Maximum feasible deviation in direction \(D\)
\(ω^D\) Weight of boundary point of the feasible region in direction \(D\)
\(P_{pv}\) Probability sequence of uncertain variable \(n\)
\(i^D\) Probability sequence’s serial number of feasible region’s boundary point in direction \(D\)
\(x\) Decision variables of the optimization
\(P_i, Q_i\) Active power and reactive power injected at node \(i\)
\(U_i, U_j\) Voltage amplitude of node \(i\) and node \(j\)
\(I_l\) Current of line \(l\)
\(P_{DG}^d, Q_{DG}^d\) Active/reactive power output of distributed generation at node \(i\)
\(E_{SOC}\) State of Charge of the energy storage battery

\(u_{c, t}, u_{d, t}\) Charging and discharging flags
\(p_{c, t}, p_{d, t}\) Actual charging and discharging power

C. Parameters

\(ΔP_{PV}\) Step size of discretization
\(P_{PV, max}, P_{PV, min}\) Maximum and minimum PVAP
\(T\) Total number of time intervals
\(N\) Total number of uncertain variables
\(G_{ij}, B_{ij}\) Conductance and susceptance between node \(i\) and node \(j\)
\(f_{max}\) Maximum current of line \(l\)
\(U_{max, t}, U_{min, t}\) Maximum and minimum voltage limit
\(S_{DG}\) DG inverter capacity at the node \(i\) of the network
\(E_{SOC, min}\) Minimum of SOC
\(E_{SOC, max}\) Maximum of SOC
\(p_{c, max}, p_{d, max}\) Maximum charging and discharging power
\(η_c\) Charging efficiency of ESS
\(η_d\) Discharging efficiency
\(Δt\) Charging/discharging time intervals

D. Abbreviations

RE Renewable energy
PVAP Photovoltaic active power
REOP Renewable energy output power
PCUV Probabilistic characteristics of uncertain variables
BA Bisection algorithm

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Distribution networks with high-penetration of renewable energy (RE) are a critical measure to fight environmental pollutants and energy crisis [1-2]. The uncertainty from high-penetration of RE together with the uncertainty of electricity consumption, results in bi-uncertain characteristics of both
supply and demand side of distribution networks [3]. The distribution network is required to have the ability to effectively cope with multiple uncertainties in the operation [4-5]. Thus, a more flexible distribution network is required.

1.2. Literature review

The definition of distribution network flexibility has been drawing extensive attention [6]. The studies on distribution network flexibility originate from power system flexibility [7, 8]. The flexibility was defined in [9] as “flexibility expresses the extent to which a power system can modify its electricity production and consumption in response to variability, expected or otherwise.” Nosair et al. [10] proposed the method of flexibility envelope to evaluate the flexibility potential of power systems. Zhao et al. [11] constructed a flexibility metric to reflect the largest variation range of uncertainty that a system can withstand. Mueller et al. proposed the aggregation model of flexibility resources based on zonotopic sets [12]. An algorithm that distributes aggregate-level control decisions among individual systems of the population in an economically fair way was introduced [13]. The abovementioned works have evaluated the flexibility in power systems via zonotopic sets or variation range envelopes, which focus on ramping shortage caused by considerable volatility and uncertainty of renewable energy output power (REOP).

RE is normally integrated into the distribution network in a distributed way. From the network perspective, the critical constraints include nodal voltage, branch current etc., which are essentially different from the ramping issues of power systems [14]. Regarding the flexibility evaluation for distribution networks, an index system that pertains to particular aspects of distribution networks was proposed in [15]. Majzoobi et al. suggested [16] that distribution net load variability should be considered in the flexibility evaluation for distribution networks. Thus, a flexibility-oriented microgrid optimal scheduling model was developed. Ji et al. [17] evaluated the flexibility of SOP integration by the maximum RE hosting capacity. Xiao et al. [18] defined the flexible distribution network and presented the normal operation mode, N−1 mode, and related analysis methods. In the existing studies, only the volatility of REOP and load demand are investigated, but the uncertainty from forecasting error is not considered. Thus, the abovementioned methods can only be applied to deterministic problems.

From the probabilistic perspective, the mathematical description of power system flexibility at planning stage based on probability theory was introduced in [19]. Lu et al. [20] proposed a probabilistic flexibility evaluation method for power system planning based on the relationship between flexibility and renewable energy curtailment. In [19, 20], the probability distribution of flexibility adequacy was calculated statistically in a long time scale, which is not valid for sequential flexibility evaluation in a short time scale. On the other hand, the uncertain variables were the actual REOP in the target year of power system planning, but, the prediction errors of REOP in sequential operation have not been considered.

Generally, the aforementioned studies on flexibility evaluation have not yet considered the prediction error of REOP as uncertain variables, and the probabilistic characteristics of prediction error have been ignored. Wan et al. [21] proposed a novel set-based method to formulate the maximum uncertainty boundary of distributed generation uncertainties. Research in other domain [22] adopted hyper-rectangle to describe multi-dimensional space of uncertain variables. However, probabilistic characteristics of uncertain regions are ignored in [21] and [22]. Based on the above analysis, the definition and scope of distribution network flexibility should be determined first and applicable flexibility evaluation method should be proposed.

1.3. Contributions

In this paper, a flexibility evaluation method for distribution networks considering the probability distribution of uncertain variables is proposed. The flexibility of distribution networks is quantified based on the feasibility analysis of uncertain regions of photovoltaic active power (PVAP) and load power. The contributions of this work are as follows.

1) We characterize the feasibility of uncertain regions with probabilistic characteristics for the flexibility evaluation of distribution networks. This helps to quantify the distribution network’s capability to cope with multiple uncertainties.

2) The sequential direction matrix is adopted to capture the temporal characteristics of uncertain variables, which is essential for recognizing the major factors of flexibility shortage.

3) According to the case study, the weighted flexibility index is larger than the ordinary flexibility index. It reflects the impact of PCUV on flexibility evaluation, since the probability of points in the centre of the uncertain region is higher than other points. In a sequential direction matrix, the larger elements indicate more severe violations of the nodal voltage constraint.

1.4. Paper organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the definition and research framework of distribution network flexibility. Section 3 develops a bi-level weighted flexibility evaluation model. Section 4 presents the solution algorithm for the proposed model. In Section 5, the case study presents the flexibility evaluation results of ordinary flexibility and weighted flexibility. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Definition of distribution network flexibility

To date, little attention in literature has been devoted to the uncertain region and its probabilistic characteristics. Thus the definition of distribution network flexibility is first defined and then, the outline of the proposed flexibility evaluation method is described.

2.1. The flexibility of the distribution network

Under the context of large-scale RE integrated into the distribution network, flexibility is employed to quantify the distribution network’s adaptability to uncertain variables, which are from RE prediction errors and load prediction errors. All sources of uncertainties are called flexibility requirement. All resources to cope with volatility and uncertainty are called flexibility resources, including nodal flexibility resources [23, 24] and network flexibility resources [25].

In this paper, the distribution network flexibility is defined as: the ability that a distribution network has to effectively cope with multiple uncertainties in the operation, to: i) adapt
to various complex operating environment, ii) maintain high-level operational targets by full coordination, iii) utilize adjustable resources in the system. The flexibility of distribution networks can be quantified based on the feasibility analysis of uncertain regions. Specifically, the quantification of flexibility can be realized by recognizing the critical point of a feasible region in the space of uncertain variables.

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed flexibility evaluation method for the distribution network. Each point in the coordinate system corresponds to a combination of uncertain variables, called operation point. The rectangular region is the uncertain region. The probability of points in the centre of the region is higher, represented by the darker colour in this area. The region bounded by the closed curve is a feasible region. For the operation points inside the feasible region, a feasible operation scheme can be obtained by optimally scheduling resources in distribution networks. For the operation points outside, no feasible operation schemes can be obtained due to constraint violation.

As demonstrated in Fig. 1, point O is an expected point, representing the combination of predicted uncertain variables. For any direction from point O in the uncertain space, the boundary point of the feasible region and uncertain region can be both determined, where the weighted maximum feasible deviation at direction D is denoted by \( \varphi^D \) (Equation (8)). Among all the directions in the uncertain space, there is one direction with the minimum \( \varphi^D \), which is the flexibility index \( F \). This direction is the critical direction, and the boundary point of the feasible region at this direction is the critical point (point A in Fig.1). When uncertain variables are extended from 2-dimension to n-dimension, the uncertain region is accordingly extended to a hyper-rectangle of n-dimension.

2.2. Research framework of flexibility evaluation

In this paper, the proposed flexibility evaluation model for the sequential operation of distribution networks includes a master problem and a subproblem. The master problem searches the critical direction in the uncertain space, and the decision variable of the master problem is sequential direction matrix. The subproblem includes an upper layer and a lower layer. The upper layer searches the boundary point of the feasible region. The lower layer is based on a feasibility analysis of the boundary point and the result is returned to the upper layer. In this paper, the validation of the proposed model is demonstrated by taking nodal flexibility resources such as PV units and energy storage system (ESS). At the lower layer of the subproblem, decision variables are reactive power outputs of PV units [26-28] and charging/discharging power of ESS. When the bisection algorithm converges, the boundary point of the feasible region in a particular direction is returned to the master problem. With multiple iterations, the critical point and critical direction can be obtained by the master problem.

3. Mathematics model

In the flexibility evaluation process for the distribution network, a weighted maximum feasible deviation is calculated. The critical point and critical direction in n-dimension space can be obtained. Uncertain variables are treated as probability sequences, and the sequential direction matrix is introduced to describe any directions in the n-dimension space. Accordingly, the flexibility evaluation model of the distribution network is formulated.

3.1. Probability model

A major problem with the evaluation method in [22] is that the probability anywhere in an uncertain region is assumed to be the same. Due to this, neither the probability distribution characteristics nor the impact of the characteristics on flexibility evaluation results are reflected. Therefore, the probability models of PV power and load demand are formulated based on probability sequence [29, 30]. Thereafter, an uncertain region for flexibility evaluation is obtained.

3.1.1 Probabilistic sequence: The probabilistic sequence is defined as: a discrete sequence \( a(i), i=0,1,\ldots, N_a \) with a fixed length \( N_a \), if \( 0 \leq a(i) \leq 1 \), and \( \sum_{a=0}^{N_a} a(i) = 1 \). The sequence is called a probabilistic sequence.

3.1.2 Probabilistic sequence of PV power: At a given time \( t \), the PVAP can be expressed as the sum of predicted value and prediction error.
\[ P_{PV}(t) = P_{PV}^c(t) + \Delta P_{PV}(t) \]  \( \quad (1) \)

where \( P_{PV}(t) \) is the PVAP at time \( t \). \( P_{PV}^c(t) \) is the predicted PVAP at time \( t \). \( \Delta P_{PV}(t) \) is the prediction error of the PVAP at time \( t \). \( P_{PV}(t) \) is represented by a normal distribution \( P_{PV}(t) \sim N(P_{PV}^c(t), \delta_{PV}(t)) \). \( \delta_{PV}(t) \) is the standard deviation of the normal distribution. The probability density function of the PVAP at time \( t \) is formulated as:

\[ f_{PV,t}(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\delta_{PV}(t)} \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2}\frac{(x-P_{PV}^c(t))^2}{\delta_{PV}^2(t)}\right) \]  \( \quad (2) \)

Based on the probability density function of the PV output, the corresponding probability sequence is formulated, denoted as \( P_{PV,\delta(i_{PV})} \). The length of the sequence \( N_{PV,i} \) is

\[ N_{PV,i} = \left\lceil \frac{P_{PV,\delta(i_{PV})}^{\text{max}} - P_{PV,\delta(i_{PV})}^{\text{min}}}{\Delta P_{PV}} \right\rceil \]  \( \quad (3) \)

where \( [a] \) indicates the maximum integer not bigger than \( a \). \( P_{PV,\delta(i_{PV})}^{\text{max}} \) is the maximum PVAP at time \( t \), which is usually the installed capacity of PV. \( P_{PV,\delta(i_{PV})}^{\text{min}} \) is the minimum PVAP at time \( t \), usually equal to 0. \( \Delta P_{PV} \) is the step size of discretization. The length of the sequence \( N_{PV,i} \) is the number of elements in the discrete probabilistic sequence, corresponding to \( N_{PV} \) in Section 3.1.1. It will be compared with \( i_{PV,j} \) in (4) to determine the mathematical expression of \( P_{PV,\delta(i_{PV})} \).

The sequential probability sequence is formulated as:

\[ P_{PV,t}(i_{PV,j}) = \begin{cases} \int_{0}^{\frac{\delta_{PV}}{2}} f_{PV,t}(x)dx & \text{if } i_{PV,j} = 0 \\ \int_{\frac{\delta_{PV}}{2}}^{\frac{\delta_{PV}^2}{2}} f_{PV,t}(x)dx & 0 < i_{PV,j} < N_{PV,j} \\ \int_{\frac{\delta_{PV}^2}{2}}^{\delta_{PV}} f_{PV,t}(x)dx & \text{if } i_{PV,j} = N_{PV,j} \end{cases} \]  \( \quad (4) \)

where \( P_{PV,t}(i_{PV,j}) \) is the sequential probability sequence. And \( f_{PV,t}(x) \) is the probability density function of the PVAP at time \( t \) calculated in (2). \( \Delta P_{PV} \) is the step size of discretization in (3). \( N_{PV,j} \) is the length of the sequence obtained from (3).

Based on (4), the probability sequences of all time periods can be obtained. The sequential probability sequences will be used in (9) to calculate the weight of the feasible region’s boundary point.

3.1.3 Probabilistic sequence of load power: Probabilistic sequence of load power is similar to that of PV. To save space, details are not given here.

3.2. Sequential direction matrix

Any operation point in the uncertain space can be expressed by the scaled deviation and its direction. As a result, a critical point can be obtained by searching for critical direction. The flexibility index is then calculated. The critical point can be at any direction of the uncertain space. Consequently, a sequential direction matrix is introduced to describe the directions in an uncertain space.

\[ u = u^{\text{exp}} + \delta D \cdot u^{\text{max}} \]  \( \quad (6) \)

where \( u \) and \( u^{\text{exp}} \) are the uncertain variable and its expectation. The scaled deviation is denoted by \( \delta \), \( u^{\text{max}} \) is the difference between uncertain variables’ maximum/minimum deviation and its expectation. \( \cdot \) \( \cdot \) is the operator of Hadamard product, expressing the multiplication of the corresponding positions of two matrices.

The unified expression of the uncertain variables, \( u \), is used as the input variables in the lower layer of the subproblem. The subproblem searches the maximum feasible deviation (the maximized \( \delta \) in equation (6)) in a particular direction.

3.3. The master problem

3.3.1 Objective function: A major advantage of the proposed model is that PCUV is considered. The objective function of the master problem is formulated as:

\[ F = \min_{\delta} \varphi^D \]  \( \quad (7) \)

where \( F \) is the flexibility index, and \( \varphi^D \) is the probability-weighted maximum feasible deviation in direction \( D \). The master problem searches critical direction in the uncertain space. The weighted maximum feasible deviation in critical direction is the flexibility index.

\[ \varphi^D = 1 - (1 - \delta^D) \times \omega^D \]  \( \quad (8) \)

where \( \delta^D \) is the maximum feasible deviation in direction \( D \). \( \omega^D \) is the weight of boundary point of the feasible region in direction \( D \), formulated as:

\[ \omega^D = \prod_{i=1}^{T} \prod_{n=1}^{N} \frac{P_{\text{in}}(i_{\text{in}}^{\text{max}})}{\max(P_{n,i})} \]  \( \quad (9) \)
where $P_n$ is the probability sequence of uncertain variable $n$ at time $t$, and $P^i$ is the probability sequence’s serial number of the feasible region’s boundary point in direction $D_i$.

It is ensured in (9) that the boundary point of the feasible region with higher probability has a larger weight. Furthermore, $\phi^0$ is directly proportional to $\phi^0$, while inversely proportional to $\omega^0$. The master problem searches for the minimum probability-weighted maximum feasible deviation, and therefore, the direction with smaller deviation and higher probability is more likely to be the critical direction.

Regarding the flexibility index, if $F > 1$, there are adequate flexibility resources in the distribution network. Being feasible anywhere in the uncertain region, the distribution network is able to endure a wider range of uncertain variables. If $F = 1$, the flexibility resources in the distribution network are just enough for the entire uncertain region. If $F < 1$, the flexibility resources are insufficient in the distribution network due to constraint violation such as branch current limits and voltage limits.

3.3.2 Constraint: The constraint of the master problem is the elements in the sequential direction matrix:

$$-1 \leq d_i^k \leq 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where, $d_i^k$ is the element of uncertain variable $n$ at time $t$ in the sequential direction matrix.

3.4. The sub problem

3.4.1 Objective function: The objective function of the subproblem is formulated as:

$$\delta^*(x) = \max_x \delta^*$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $\delta$ is the scaled deviation, and $x$ is the decision variables of the optimization. The subproblem of flexibility evaluation searches the maximum feasible deviation, i.e., the boundary point of a feasible region in a particular direction.

3.4.2 Constraints on power flow equations: The power flow equations related to active and reactive power injections of nodes are

$$P_i = U_i \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( G_{ij} \cos \theta_{ij} + B_{ij} \sin \theta_{ij} \right)$$
$$Q_i = U_i \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( G_{ij} \sin \theta_{ij} - B_{ij} \cos \theta_{ij} \right)$$

(12)

where, $P_i$ and $Q_i$ are the active power and reactive power injected at node $i$, respectively. $U_i$ and $U_j$ are the voltage amplitudes of node $i$ and node $j$, respectively. $G_{ij}$ and $B_{ij}$ are the conductance and susceptance between node $i$ and node $j$, respectively. $\theta_{ij}$ is the phase difference of voltage between node $i$ and node $j$.

3.4.3 Constraint on branch flow: The branch power flow constraint is as follows:

$$S_i \leq S_i^{\max}$$

(13)

where, $S_i$ and $S_i^{\max}$ are the apparent power and the maximum apparent power of line $l$.

3.4.4 Constraint on voltage: The node voltage constraint is as follows:

$$U_{i_{\min}} < U_i < U_{i_{\max}}$$

(14)

where, $U_i$ is the voltage at node $i$. $U_{i_{\max}}$ and $U_{i_{\min}}$ are the maximum voltage and minimum voltage, respectively.

3.4.4 Constraints on RE: In the distribution network, nodal voltage can be controlled by PV inverter providing or absorbing reactive power. The RE constraints include reactive capacity and power factor.

3.4.5 Constraints on ESS: The constraints on ESS are as follows:

(1) State of Charge (SOC)

In the charging/discharging of ESS, the SOC of ESS should not exceed the specified upper and lower limits.

$$E_{SOC_{\min}} \leq E_{SOC,t} \leq E_{SOC_{\max}}$$

(16)

where, $E_{SOC,t}$ is the SOC of energy storage battery at time $t$. $E_{SOC_{\min}}$ and $E_{SOC_{\max}}$ are the minimum and maximum of SOC, respectively.

(2) Charging/discharging flags

$$\begin{align*}
    u_{c,t} + u_{d,t} &= 1 \\
    u_{c,t} \cdot u_{d,t} &= 0
\end{align*}$$

(17)

where, $u_{c,t}$ and $u_{d,t}$ are the charging and discharging flags at time $t$, respectively. $u_{c,t} = 1$ when storage charges, while $u_{c,t} = 0$ when ESS does not charge. $u_{d,t} = 1$ when ESS discharges, while $u_{d,t} = 0$ when ESS does not discharge. It should be noted that $u_{c,t}$ and $u_{d,t}$ are modeled as continuous variables in the optimization to simplify the model.
where, \( p_{c,t} \) and \( p_{d,t} \) are the actual charging and discharging power at time \( t \), \( p_{c,\text{max}} \) and \( p_{d,\text{max}} \) are the maximum charging and discharging power.

(3) Recursion of SOC

\[ E_{\text{SOC},t+1} = E_{\text{SOC},t} + (u_{c,t} - u_{d,t}) \frac{p_{d,t}}{\eta_d} \Delta t \]  

where, \( \eta_c \) is the charging efficiency of ESS and \( \eta_d \) is the discharging efficiency. \( \Delta t \) is the charging/discharging time intervals.

4. Solution methodology

It is important to emphasize that the presented flexibility evaluation model consists of both master problem and subproblem. Moreover, the subproblem includes an upper layer and a lower layer. To solve this problem, the bisection algorithm is adopted to gain maximum feasible deviation, i.e., the boundary point of the feasible region in a particular direction. The master problem solves the critical direction.

4.1. Bisection algorithm for subproblem

The purpose of the subproblem is to identify a maximum feasible deviation, i.e., the boundary point of the feasible region in a particular direction, which is a one-dimensional problem. The bisection algorithm is employed to solve the subproblem. The procedure is as follows:

(1) Initialization.

The expected point of the uncertain region and maximum deviation are denoted as \( \delta^l_n \) and \( \delta^u_n \), respectively.

(2) Calculation of Midpoint.

Endpoints at iteration \( t \) are represented as \( \delta^l_n \) and \( \delta^u_n \), respectively, and the midpoint \( \delta^m_n \) is obtained by \( \delta^m_n = (\delta^l_n + \delta^u_n)/2 \).

(3) Feasibility analysis of midpoint.

4.2. Solution process for master problem

The proposed solution process for the master problem comprises the following main steps:

- **Step 1 Initialization.**
  - The probability sequences of all uncertain variables are generated.
  - The dimension of the sequential direction matrix is set according to the number of time intervals and uncertain variables.

- **Step 2 Subproblem solution.**

  The bisection algorithm is utilized to calculate the maximum feasible deviation \( \delta^o \) in a particular direction. The procedure of the bisection algorithm is in Section 4.1.

- **Step 3 Calculation of \( \phi^D \).**

  The probability-weighted maximum feasible deviation \( \phi^D \) is obtained based on equation (8).

- **Step 4 Master problem solution.**

  Repeat **Step 2 and Step 3** with different sequential direction matrices, until the optimal solution is obtained.

The master problem is a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem, which is solved by NOMAD solver [31]. NOMAD uses a Mesh Adaptive Direct Search algorithm to solve derivative-free global NLP problems [32]. Because of the convergence coefficient of the bisection algorithm and the computation accuracy of NOMAD, the bias of the bi-level model can be reduced.

5. Case Study

5.1. Introduction of the test system

A modified version of the IEEE 33-node distribution test system [33] is selected for the case study, which is illustrated in Fig. 3. The reference voltage of the case is 12.66kV. The constraint of voltage is set to 0.95p.u. to 1.05p.u., and the branch flow limit of all lines is set to 6.6MVA[34]. PV units
are installed at nodes 6, 7, 13, 18, 28, 33, respectively. The installed capacity is 1.2MVA at each node. The minimum power factor of PV inverters is set to be 0.95. ESS is integrated at node 18, with an installed capacity of 0.8MWh. The ESS’s maximum charging and discharging power are 240kW and 384kW, respectively [35]. The convergence coefficient $\varepsilon$ of the bisection algorithm is set to be $10^{-4}$.

The standard deviation of PVAP $\delta_{PV}(t)$ is set to be 10% of the predicted value $P_{PV}(t)$. Similarly, the standard deviation of load demand is set to be 10% of the predicted value. The sequential probability sequences of PVAP and load demand are given in Fig.4 and Fig.5, respectively. As shown, the PVAP is higher than that of load demand at midday, and this test system is a distribution network with high-penetration RE.

The load reactive power change is proportional to the active power, which is not shown in the figure for simplicity. Based on the uncertain region in one day, the time interval is set to be 1h. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the correlation coefficients between PV output power are 1, and the correlation coefficients between nodal load power are 1 as well. Thus, the uncertain region and feasible region can be presented as a two-dimension figure. All numerical experiment is implemented on MATLAB2016 in a computer with Intel i5-6500 CPU at 3.2GHz, 4GB of RAM.

5.2. Influence of uncertain variables’ probability characteristics

In this sub-section, the impact of uncertain variables’ probability characteristics on flexibility evaluation is analysed. However, it is complex to analyse in the time scale of one day due to multi-dimension uncertain variables. For simplicity, the flexibility evaluation on one-time point (12:00) is implemented. Weighted flexibility and ordinary flexibility represent the flexibility with and without considering uncertain variables’ probability characteristics, respectively. In order to demonstrate the relationship of the uncertain region and the feasible region, the latter is obtained by traversing all the directions at a certain step length (1˚) in the two-dimensional uncertain space, because it cannot be directly obtained by solving the proposed model.

5.2.1 Results of flexibility evaluation: Based on the probability sequences of PV and load, the ordinary flexibility and weighted flexibility of the distribution network at 12:00 are evaluated. For a normal distribution with a mean of $\mu$ and variance of $\delta$, the probability in the interval $(\mu-3\delta, \mu+3\delta)$ reaches 0.9973. Therefore, $\mu-3\delta$ and $\mu+3\delta$ are selected as the boundary of the uncertain region for both ordinary and weighted flexibility evaluation.

(1) Ordinary flexibility evaluation

The ordinary flexibility of the distribution network at 12:00 is evaluated. The flexibility index is 0.742, and the critical
direction matrix is (-0.659, 1). As shown in Fig.6, the critical point is A, and the feasible region cannot fully cover the uncertain region, indicating that there is a lack of flexibility in the distribution network.

(2) Weighted flexibility evaluation

It is assumed that PV output and load demand are mutually independent of each other. The joint probability distribution of PV output and load demand is shown in Fig.7. Accordingly, the results of weighted flexibility evaluation are depicted in Fig.8.

As seen, there is no difference between the feasible region of weighted flexibility evaluation and the feasible region of ordinary flexibility evaluation. The critical point of weighted flexibility evaluation is point B. However, compared to ordinary flexibility evaluation, the results of weighted flexibility evaluation are different in the following areas:

- The flexibility index is 0.985, larger than that of ordinary flexibility evaluation. The reason is that the area around the expectation point has a higher probability and higher weight, and thus, the weighted flexibility index is larger.
- Critical direction matrix is (-0.425, 1), and the critical point is point B. Specifically, the maximum feasible deviation of point B is 0.756, and the maximum feasible deviation of point A is 0.742. However, the probability of point B is 0.0624, which is higher than the probability of point A, 0.0384. Through equation (8), the probability-weighted maximum feasible deviation of point B is 0.985, and the probability-weighted maximum feasible deviation of point A is 0.990. Therefore, point B is the critical point of the weighted flexibility evaluation.

5.2.2 Active constraints: Based on the PV output and load demand of point A and point B, power flow calculation is performed. Constraints on branch power and nodal voltage are considered as candidates for active constraints.

Fig 9(a) represents the apparent power of all branches. As seen, the apparent powers are far from the limit. The maximum apparent power is at Branch 5. This is because there is no PV at node 1~5, and the reverse power will decrease from node 5 to node 1.

The voltages of all nodes are shown in Fig. 9(b). As shown, the voltage of point A is the blue curve and the voltage of point B is the green curve. Considering the probability characteristics of uncertain variables, the active constraints are the voltages of node 18 and node 33. However, the active constraint of ordinary flexibility evaluation is the voltages of node 18. Compared to point A, PV output and load demand of point B are higher, and they share a similar increment. However, PV units are integrated at only 6 nodes. Accordingly, at the nodes with PV units, the increase of PVAP is larger than that of load demand. The voltage of some nodes increases at varying degrees. In ordinary flexibility evaluation, the voltage of node 33 is close to the upper, however, it is an active constraint in the weighted flexibility evaluation. The above results demonstrate the importance of considering PCUV in the flexibility evaluation of distribution networks.

5.3. Sequential weighted flexibility evaluation

In this subsection, the simulation results of sequential weighted flexibility evaluation are presented. The sequential probability sequences of PV output power and load power are depicted in Fig.4 and Fig.5, respectively. The total number of simulation time intervals $T$ is 24h, and the initial SOC of ESS is 0.5.

5.3.1 Results of flexibility evaluation: The result of $F=0.927$ is obtained, which reveals that the flexible resources cannot satisfy the flexibility requirement in the sequential operation of the distribution network, i.e. there is a lack of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Load</th>
<th>PVAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0203</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0209</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0218</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0303</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0896</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.2117</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.2497</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.5963</td>
<td>-0.1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.0181</td>
<td>-0.0151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.0335</td>
<td>0.1698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-0.2335</td>
<td>0.7196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.3185</td>
<td>0.8217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Load</th>
<th>PVAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-0.4254</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>-0.3482</td>
<td>0.8753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-0.2401</td>
<td>0.7012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>-0.0520</td>
<td>0.1732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>-0.0529</td>
<td>0.0874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.2741</td>
<td>-0.0929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.6378</td>
<td>-0.2251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.6702</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.0325</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.0287</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.0266</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.0217</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Critical direction matrix of sequential flexibility evaluation
flexibility. The critical direction matrix is represented as follows:

In Table 1, the elements in the critical direction matrix are in bold font. During 1:00~7:00 and 20:00~24:00, the active power output of PV is 0, and consequently, the elements in the corresponding position are 0. However, load is positive. It is because it is more likely to encounter violation against lower bound of voltage and upper bound of branch current due to heavy load.

In sequential weighted flexibility evaluation, larger elements in the critical direction matrix have a greater impact on the flexibility index, which is similar to the critical direction matrix of one-time point. The elements, particularly those of PV at 11:00~15:00, are obviously larger than others. The reason is that the PV output power is significantly higher than load, and the distribution network encounters severe violation against the upper limit of the voltage at this time period. The element “1” appears at 13:00, which means the problem of voltage violation is more severe than that at 11:00, 12:00, 14:00 and 15:00. At 7:00 and 19:00. The elements of

5.3.2 Active constraints: Based on the PV power and load power of the critical point, power flow calculation is performed. Constraints on branch power and node voltage are considered as candidates for active constraints.

The apparent power of all branches is shown in Fig. 10(a). Because it is hard to check whether the branch power is one of the active constraints, the 3-dimensional (3-D) figure is projected to the time-apparent power plane, as shown in Fig. 10(b). As seen, the apparent power of all branches is far from the limit (6.6MVA).

The voltage profiles of all nodes are shown in Fig. 11(a). Fig. 11(b) represents the projection to the time-voltage plane. As seen from Fig. 11(b), the voltages at 8:00, 11:00, 12:00, 13:00, 14:00, 15:00, 19:00, 20:00 are the active constraints that limit the flexibility index. The corresponding elements in the sequential direction matrix are bigger than those in other time. The comparison of Fig. 11 and Table 1 shows that bigger elements of sequential direction matrix indicate the active constraints, i.e., the major cause of flexibility shortage.
method features a sequential direction matrix and uncertain region with probabilistic characteristics. A bi-level optimization model is formulated based on the feasibility analysis of the uncertain region. According to the simulation results, the weighted flexibility index is larger than the ordinary flexibility index, which reflects the impact of PCUV on flexibility evaluation. In the sequential direction matrix, the corresponding elements of PVAP during midday are obviously larger than other elements, which means the problem of flexibility shortage is mainly caused by PVAP. This research can produce a solid basis for future studies and provide references for the flexibility-oriented scheduling and planning of distribution networks. The future research in flexibility evaluation will consider network flexibility resources such as network reconfiguration and the operation optimization of soft open points.
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